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Sammie Francher

Hey FB, friend and the Love's of my life family. How are you awesome people doing tonight. I just want to put this out in
the opening. I know that i haven't said anything on here in a minute. Because I was taught if you don't have anything nice
to say. Don't say anything at all. Well what i have to say at this moment may not be nice but I'm going to say it anyway.
People really needs to get over themselves seriously especially when it comes down to me. All this irritated comments that
I get from people and how they talk to me is going to end and it's going to end quickly. I don't deserve none of the shit that
I go through and received from none of you. And I continue to stay maintained and content. That can only go so far and
after that there's a explosion. And I don't think anyone here or wherever are ready because I'm not and if I have to i will.
And that's the type of way I'm feeling at this moment.love you and miss you so much

Sammie Francher replied · 1 Reply
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Brick Smith Don't let it get to you cuz. Kindness hurt the other
ones be you and keep on going.

1Like

 · Reply · 1d

Diane Clark What ever it may b let go n let god he will c u through
amen
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Miguel Harlston You know I always will be here for you
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 · Reply · 19h

Darren Annd Joyce Wright
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James M Driskill Oh boy what a confluence this is. You know me, I
represent that which both sides of a trust ladder and the center point
of being Gruwup : Great Reasons Us Will Unite Peace : Complete
Worldwide Peace in I have had this community page for ages, no
one wants to actually interface to the idea of peace. The want to
refuse such as idea. They are abusive to me, hate and harassment
to put me into the gutter to "explode" at them. There is an emoji for
that.  [ bomb emoji ] -- So if you take the writing that I have from
all of the history of this --- I did not understand the idea
of #GangStalking only about two months ago to make the
connection to reality that I have been one who is a targeted
individual" and that in the call recording that I made with my mother,
long before I understood what gang stalking was .... I had written
you an email and read that email as a part of the call recording with
my mother. I am going to reference this call recording in this
facebook post, because I have an agreement with my mother that I
can publish [ this post ] any call recording I have with my mother.
So therefore, I have to reach into your folder on this network and
reference the stored call recording there. BTW: This is called
TechnoREALISM. 

http://facebook.posts-174141837049756.gvonncii.gruwup.net...

It was recorded July 14th 2017 and the Glassdoor Reviews
for Colorado Health Network - Denver appear on July 28th 2017:

https://glassdoor.com/.../Colorado-Health-Network-Reviews...

The could be #GangStalking you too. This reply is extremely
serious. Please do not go beyond this reply without trying listing to
this call recording. It will not be "all right" --- as my mom reassures
me. 

I am breaking here at home, as expected.

The Sergeant of the San Bernardino Police Department who was
over here in his dismissal of this story that has been told by real
documented events, the sergeant taking the defense of conspiracy
exposed to continue. They refuse to honor "protect and serve", they
refuse to honor the law of this land, they refuse to stop gang
stalking, they refuse to stop haters, but they defend the haters to
allow the haters to always win. There is something so drastic and
wrong here.

Here, I mean the country of the United States of America. The
home of the Hell'sAngels motorcycle gang, the gang that Sons of
Anarchy was in tribute too. The Wikipedia article mentions the tie to
an Oakland member of the gang. The gang's origin actually started
in Fontana / San Bernardino area. That being said, I believe
wholeheartedly that this is GROUND ZERO for this hate
that is directed toward a class of people, that being homosexuals,
the gay black male male particularly, and those, maybe even who
are white that assist it them.

facebook.posts-
174141837049756.gvonncii.gruwup.net
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James M Driskill In the Not-So-White Sergeant Lanier Joseph
Rogers III, of the San Bernardino Police Department you cannot
refuse to pay attention to my story documented onto the web,
expect to get away with defending a hate conspiracy. 

I refuse to let you do that. I refuse and if you refuse to come to the
table of a peace man, to reconcile this conspiracy to it's termination,
you are a coward. I will call that to your face. You are a mouse
squeak squeak squeak -- as the country's national security and it's
continued existence before it's  oblivion billions takes us over the
horizon's shadow to never be able to save this from the erosion of
trust in this nation.

http://facebook.posts-174141837049756.persons.fuckeduphum...

I want to change my United States Citizenry to some other country,
I would rather be countryless, than to be proud to be American
under these conditions. This condition that allow hate to always win.

FBI – Federal Bureau of Investigation
http://fbi.fuckeduphuman.net/

California Department of Justice [ My hope of Rational Outside
Local Region Law Enforcement Influence ]
http://organizations.realuphuman.net/State-of-California.../

Index of /Lanier.Joseph.Rogers.III
FACEBOOK.POSTS-174141837049756.PERSONS.FUCKEDUPHUMAN.NET
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James M Driskill What is #GangStalking ??

Use This Link: The Preview Goes To Root Directory

YouTube Gangstalking - Cop Admits Gang Stalking Exists 45 Mins
Away From Me - Repost -- A Santa Cruz TV News Spot On
GangStalking 

Link:
http://stopgangstalking.fuckeduphuman.net/.../10%20.../

Stop Gangstalking Awareness Group

Index of /
STOPGANGSTALKING.FUCKEDUPHUMAN.NET
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